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Why Managed WiFi?

The need to be connected is ever increasing and the internet can be a 
powerful tool for education. As devices get smaller and more portable it’s 
vital that schools have the right wireless connectivity to aid with teaching 
and learning, administration, communication and security.

Wireless that works

No two schools are the same so we don’t believe in a ‘one-size-fits-all’ 
solution. We have developed a range of wireless network services that give 
schools broad, strong and reliable coverage and meet the specific budgetary 
and safeguarding requirements that education establishments require.

We work with a variety of hardware providers to ensure we can offer you a 
solution that best fits your needs.
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Key benefits

A range of hardware options offering great value

Secure authentication allowing correct access for the right users

Widespread coverage for connectivity across the school

Energy efficient technology that keep both utility and hardware costs down

Modern, futureproof technology that won’t need replacing anytime soon

An easily scalable service that you can grow with your school

Bring your own device (BYOD) controls designed to keep your network safe

Control in school hands via a management website

Site survey making sure you get the best value

Leading support by our UK service desk

Multiple SSID networks for flexible connectivity

Compatible with most commonly used switching for further cost savings

A simple facility for the creation of guest accounts for set timeframes

Remote system status monitoring helping you keep track

Cloud managed removing the need for cumbersome or expensive 

controller hardware to maintain and support

*Please note some key benefits are dependent on your choice of hardware. For the best  
configuration for your school please speak to a member of our team.

USO
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Site survey

With a wireless network, deployment is key. If required, to ensure you 
get the best coverage and to make sure you aren’t purchasing equipment 
surplus to your needs, we’ll conduct a comprehensive, no obligation site 
survey at your school telling you how many access points are required and 
where to have them. To book a site survey please get in touch.

School-level management

With a dedicated management webpage, nominated personnel within a 
school are able to manage and configure their WiFi networks how they like.

Schools can:
4 Review SSID preferences and authentication method

4 Set which users have access

4 Create guest passes for a determined timeframe

Help and support

Any WiFi service from us is underpinned by our industry-leading help and 
support. A UK-based service desk of dedicated professionals that are there 
when you need them and are experts on the services we offer. Not just for 
if something goes wrong, but to help make sure you are getting the most 
out of your new WiFi deployment. 
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We recommend
the best system 

for you

We conduct a
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We configure

your equipment
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We install everything
on-site

5
We give

you control
over your

system

6
We help 

when
you need it

7 We could 
have you set
up in a few

short weeks

Getting you set-up
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USO integration

If you already have a WiFi network we are also able 
to enhance your implementation by integrating 
your wireless hardware with USO (Unified Sign 
On), our award-winning authentication platform.

USO serves as an identity provider to over 2 million staff, students and 
parents across the country, helping keep them safe online and serves to 
allow access to your WiFi based on policies you create.

Please note this is dependent on your school owning WiFi equipment that 
we support but rest assured, all popular brands are already covered and 
more are being included. Please get in touch with a member of the team 
for a quote.

www.atomwide.com/uso

Web filtering

WebScreen is our bespoke school web filtering 
service. Currently in use in over 2,800 schools 
nationwide WebScreen will work seamlessly in 
the background to offer tailored internet filtering from the moment a user 
connects to the WiFi. WebScreen is available as an added-value purchase.

www.atomwide.com/webscreen

Multi-academy trusts

Our WiFi is ideally suited to work over schools 
within a MAT or based across multiple sites. Users 
who need to travel across sites will automatically ‘jump’ on to the WiFi at 
each site without having to re-enter or change a username or password.

Authentication

USO

WebScreenTM2.0
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What our schools say

“Our new wireless solution has made life at our school much 
easier as it fully integrates with our existing USO authentication 

processes allowing us to focus on other things.  
The personnel were very knowledgeable and during the  

set-up and installation process helped us implement VLANs  
on the schools switching infrastructure, which has in turn greatly 

improved our network performance.”

St James’ Catholic High School,
Barnet
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For more information and a quote please contact:

Fast, stable and resilient school WiFi

A system tailored to your school’s requirements

A range of hardware providers to choose from

Cloud-hosted controllers saving money and space

Site survey for optimum coverage and value

Leading technical support

Extra benefits for schools across a MAT

Industry-leading authentication platform

And much more
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